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We (the authors) thank E. Coughlan de Perez for her review of the paper and for the constructive suggestions. In the following pages the response to the reviewers comments is given in italics for clarity. Where these responses are factual we would aim to include this information in a revised manuscript.

Overall, the article makes a useful contribution to the need for innovative flood modeling approaches in data-scarce areas. The concepts outlined here could be applied elsewhere, and many of my comments suggest that the authors provide more explanation for the reader to understand the applicability to other situations. We would be happy to improve the paper with this aim.

Comments on the Early Warning Systems section

In general, it is nice to have an overview of the state of early warning systems in Nepal, and the variety of options and methods that have been trialed. As a reader new to this piece, I had a lot of questions when trying to follow the description – specific questions are below, but I suggest to go through section 3 to read for clarity.

The link between this section and the proposed EWS is not entirely clear; the lack of clarity in the link between the two sections is also highlighted by the other reviewer. We believe the additional section the other reviewer proposes (RC1: Recommendation 6) will address this issue.

it would be good to shorten this section and focus on the main points and problem statements. Here are some specific questions and points of confusion when reading:

Page 2 line 5: What is a “Community Based Early Warning System”? What qualifies something as a CBEWS? You give a slightly longer explanation on page 4, but to the reader, it would seem that a normal EWS also helps communities prepare for and respond to hazard events, which is the description you provide for a CBEWS.

A CBEWS is designed with communities as active participants in the EWS design, monitoring and management, not just passive recipients of warnings. Details can be added to this section.

Page 3: What is the axis in this plot? Where are these gauge stations located?

A better quality figure will be produced to address this issue. Gauges will be marked on Fig 1

Page 4 section 3.1: Can you explain further? What do these CBEWS entail? It is not really clear if what you go on to describe (e.g. 3.1.3) is an explanation of these CBEWS or just an explanation of the national system.

CBEWS were established in Nepal in 2002, expanding across 8 river basins over the next ten years. These CBEWS have over the past 5 years been aligned with/integrated with a national EWS whilst maintaining community driven/managed features. De-
Page 5 section 3.1.1: What are warning and danger levels? Can you explain further what these mean and how they were determined?
The Danger and Warning Levels are the water levels at the gauge used to trigger responses from the CBEWS (typically upstream of the at risk areas) which are believed to correspond to: Warning Level – Bank Full Condition at the site at risk Danger Level – When water over tops the banks, and water enters the communities These are specific to the community at risk and are based on a mixture of flood hazard mapping (carried out by DHM) and community experience.

Page 5 line 20: How do the communities report the monitoring of river levels to the DHM? Do they receive formal training for this?
River gauges in Nepal are maintained by the Government via Part Time Staff who are in nearly all cases members of the local community who are trained to record and monitor river water levels. This results in a situation where, although the government pays for the gauges, information on water levels (in the period immediately leading up to flooding) is provided directly to the local community by one of its members.

Page 6 line 3: Are the forecasts only based on observed water levels upstream, or do they incorporate rainfall?
The operational early warning system currently in place in the area usually triggers responses based upon observed upstream river levels. However there have been a few occasions when responses have been triggered by exceeding empirically defined intensity-duration thresholds for precipitation.

Page 6 line 21: What are the actions and messages that are being disseminated through these channels? Is it about evacuation only?
Through these channels, information regarding staying prepared for floods, mobile numbers of upstream gauge readers, actions to be taken during floods are disseminated as well as evacuation

Page 8 line 8: Are you predicting future water levels at the upstream gauges (where warning levels are defined) or at downstream locations that are likely to be impacted?
The predictions are for water level at specific gauges where thresholds have been defined for triggering a CBEWS response. These are typically upstream of the affected areas. The upstream warning levels are calculated to correspond to downstream flood scenarios as described above.

Page 13 line 10: What are the additional actions that could be taken, and how much lead-time is needed for these actions? This is a key point that is missing to make the link between the first section on CBEWS and the modeling endeavor described second.
The current very limited lead time warnings times are sufficient for saving lives, but increasing the lead time through modelling offers a number of potential benefits:

- Extended lead times allows for a more robust system, currently any failure in communication results in a delay which may render the warning useless.
- Current lead-times are insufficient for saving moveable assets, livestock, livelihood tools etc. Additional warning time could help protect livelihoods as well as lives.
- Adding to the warning lead time would increase the confidence in this system reaching all at risk groups.
- A 2-3 hour lead time for evacuation is especially challenging for vulnerable groups eg disabled, pregnant women, elderly, children – increasing the lead time enables slower and safer evacuation.

The last significant flood event (2014) released a warning at eg 1am, at a time when most people were asleep, and evacuation needed to happen at eg 3-4 am. Increasing the lead time gives more likelihood of warning messages and or evacuation occurring
during hours when communities are awake/during daylight. Having that same warning available 5 hours earlier at eg 8pm, would enable safer and easier evacuation.

You mention that there have been thousands of flooding events in the past 40 years in Nepal. How many of these were anticipated by forecasts? What kind of action was taken to prepare for these floods?
The first CBEWS started in 2002 in East Rapti river basin, Central Nepal. Prior to that there were no operational forecasting and early warning systems in place in Nepal and therefore no coordinated preparation and anticipatory response.

Comments on the proposed EWS This section offers a novel application of a flood modeling system in places with little data. However, it is not clear to the reader whether the short time period available is a good enough training period to accurately represent uncertainties going forward. How could this be ascertained?
In practice there is no guarantee that any model will achieve this due to the uniqueness of place and process in hydrology. Best current practice is to (a) build a model that you have some faith will capture the catchment dynamics in new situations (b) test this model using split sample methodologies (i.e. calibration on a period of data and validation on a second period of data). The method proposed makes use of both (a) and (b). It should be noted that the best method of split sample testing will depend upon the quantity of data available, this can be discussed further in the text. The minimum data requirements are based upon experience elsewhere with this type of model and experimentation using random samples of longer data sets

Also, why is a lead-time of 5 hours chosen?
Typically in all but the smallest catchments there is a time delay between the rainfall and initial rise in water level at the outlet. This time delay is estimated within the model identification step (Section 4.1.2 & Table 3) where it is referred to as the advective time delay of the model. In this case a value of 5 hours was identified using the methodology outlined. This means that forecasts of the observed output variable (water level) of up to 5 hours lead time can be issued using observed values of the input variable (precipitation). The role of the advective delay component of the model will be outlined more clearly in the paper text.

How would the skill of the model change at longer lead-times?
As outlined in the response above and in the paper (Sec 4.1.1, Pg 8 line 24) forecasts with up to 5 hours lead time can be generated without precipitation forecasts. There are two options for generating forecasts with longer lead times. The first is the use of precipitation forecasts. These are currently unavailable for Nepal at a suitable resolution for modelling at an hourly time step (but see references for examples of their use elsewhere). An alternative approach is to use a time delay (as outlined above) which is longer than that identified as optimal. Selection of such a time delay typically gives a poorer model of the initial response to the input (precipitation) but may be adequate for the capturing the timing of crossing alert levels.

These questions could be answered simply by expanding the conclusion, in order to summarize the pros and cons of this approach and the situations in which this would be most relevant.
The other reviewer also noted the need to expand the conclusion. We accept this recommendation and will update accordingly.

From the point of view of someone in another catchment interested to replicate this approach, how do the data requirements for this system compare to those of other options, and how does the processing requirements of this proposed system compare to other hydrological modeling choices?
Typically the amount of data needed for the methodology proposed is far less than that used by most other methods. Like most hydrological approaches there is the need for well defined and consistent data but unlike most approaches the methods outlined can make direct use of water level data. This removes the need to maintain a high quality stage-discharge relationship for determining the discharge during flood events from the observed water level. Also the framework is particularly flexible. It can be used either as a lumped rainfall-runoff model (as outlined in the example) or for mod-
elling river routing. This means that by learning one modelling approach (and associated software) practitioners can generate forecasting models for either situation. Also since the model structure is identified from the data this eliminates unnecessary model components resulting in robust estimation with few of the problems of parameter equifinality present in other approaches. Thus unlike many lumped or distributed modelling strategies there is no need for detailed topographic, land use or soil property data to constrain the estimation. Published modelling results for other catchments suggest that even when more detailed models can be constructed the forecast performance of the methodology outlined is often as good if not better at the sites being forecast.

The resources required for this type of modelling outlined in the paper are low. Practical exercises given as part of training courses suggest that the modelling approach can be successfully taught over one to two days. Using the software tools developed by the authors, models can be constructed in a few hours on a standard laptop. In an operational setting each new forecast can be generated in around 5 seconds (even on older single core PCs), this includes data extraction and generation of plots of the type shown. Past work has shown that the online generation of forecasts can be practical even on older smart phones.

Also in the conclusion, it would be of interest to the reader to learn more about how this has been integrated with the CEWS that were described in the earlier section, and what type of results are anticipated from the testing of the system. This was raised by the other reviewer as well. It is proposed to add a further section to the paper outlining in more detail how the system has been tested, initial results and potential future developments. This will aid in bringing the two sections of the paper together since many of the challenges and developments lie in the integration of the CBEWS and forecasting methods.

Some specific questions and comments:

Page 12: There are a number of other uncertainties when it comes to using this in formation for an early warning system. For example, the uncertainty in whether the danger level corresponds to actual impact (e.g. if a village moves or if agricultural patterns change).

We agree this is the case. In fact the situation is worse since in the Karnali the area at risk is a low lying inland delta consisting of wide shallow naturally mobile channels with significant sediment movement and braiding which are subject to time varying human impact (irrigation channels being cut, banks eroded due to vehicular river crossing at low flows etc). In such an environment the accurate spatial prediction of impacts is (at least) very challenging and subject to significant uncertainties. Key to the success of the CBEWS is the recognition of this and an acceptance that community input is required in both the initial setting and the ongoing revision of the levels used to trigger alerts and warnings.

Page 12: Paragraph starting on line 22 is difficult to follow, perhaps also because of some spelling/grammar errors.

This will be revised.

Page 13: Paragraph starting on line 21: If the warning is issued using observations at Chispani gague, how long does it take for the floodwaters to arrive downstream? In the new system, are you forecasting the level of Chispani in order to give lead-time to that community, or forecasting the level at Chispani in order to give extra lead-time to the people downstream? In particular, it sounds like you are offering an additional lead time of only 5 hours, correct? It would be good to explain further all of these details.

From Chisapani, it takes 2-3 hours for flood waters to arrive at the first significant communities approximately 30 km downstream. The settlement at Chisapani itself is mostly set well above the river and has a low flood risk. In the new system we are forecasting the level of Chisapani in order to give an improved lead-time to downstream communities. A forecast with 5 hours lead time at Chisapani results in 7-8 hours lead time at the most affected downstream communities. While this extension in lead time may appear short it is significant both in minimizing the risk to life but also in allowing the first steps
to be taken in minimizing the risk to livelihoods.

Page 14: Figure 3 is not easy to understand. What do you mean when you say “values of the time steps whose observed value exceeds the threshold”?

The aim of this plot is to explore how the forecast performance changes with the magnitude of the forecast variable; in this case water level. The performance is assessed using the Continuous Rank Probability Score (CRPS) which is computed for each time step at each available lead time. Each line on the plot represents a different model/forecast lead time combination. For one such combination the values plotted to give the line are given by averaging the CRPS over different sets of forecasts. For example the value plotted for a threshold value of 8 corresponds to the average CRPS values for forecasts of observed values greater than 8m. The shorter vertical lines seen on the plot represent +/- 2 standard deviations of the estimate of the average value. The interpretation of this plot will be expanded upon with the paper.

Plots of this nature can be a useful diagnostic tool for ensuring that the identified model performs well at time of high water level when the forecasts are most important. For example in Fig. 3 the performance of model with the power law non-linearity is markedly better at high water levels (e.g. at a threshold value of 8m). This is not as apparent if the performance is computed over all the data (the lowest threshold shown 1m).

Page 15: You demonstrate that the model would have accurately foreseen the crossing of the warning/danger levels five hours before the floods of 2013 and 2014. However, are there any other instances in the model hindcasts that would have unnecessarily crossed the danger level and given a false alarm? What is the probability of a false alarm?

For the two illustrated events, the forecast registered a greater than 80% probability of a warning level being reached. With such a high probability an advance warning would likely be triggered. Comparing the forecast of these two events with the actual scenario, both events resulted in water levels reaching warning levels and a warning being triggered. Therefore neither of these forecasts would be considered a false alarm. There were no other cases in the available data sample where a forecast gave a greater than 50% probability of exceeding the warning threshold, and therefore no potential false alarms were found in this sample. However the limited time period of data (2011-2015) and number of observed events (the two shown) means care should be taken in interpreting the level of discrimination between flood and non-flood events that may be available from the forecasts.

Page 15: How frequently do your forecast cross the danger level? How does this compare to the frequency of the danger level happening in real life?

In the period 2011-2015 the observed data crossed the danger level twice, at the two time steps shown in Figures 4 & 5. These are the only periods where the model shows a high probability of exceeding the danger level.

Page 15: In general, the accuracy of the model for low flows is not of particular interest in this case, as the goal is to provide early warnings for extreme floods. It would be of interest to the reader to have more statistics on the extreme events. What data is available for you to work with? Is it possible to create hindcasts of your model? If so, can you calculate the extent to which these forecasts would match up with the historical records from Desinventar?

Available hourly data cover 2011 to 2015 (inclusive). Further periods could be hindcast if data were available but observed data prior to this time are recorded at a daily time step and therefore are not suitable for the model.

Table 3 and Table 4 provide summary of the model performance during the calibration period, but it would also be good for the reader to see how each model performed during the test period (non-calibration period). How were the calibration periods and test periods selected?

Appropriate columns can be added to the tables. The methodology for the selection of the periods is outlined on Pg 13 Lines 5-10. They are designed to mimic real life usage where the model has been revised at the start of each calendar year to incorporate the past year of data before forecasting the next monsoon period.
Page 16 Line 5: Which non-linearity is being used, and why? How are they actually testing this? It would be of interest to include more details on this. They are using a Power law non-linearity. For this catchment the identification stage of the model development (reported in Section 5, Tables 3 & 4 and Fig 3) suggests this is the best choice. More details of the testing will be included in the additional section of the paper to be added as mentioned earlier in this response and in response to RC1.